Egypt Section

List the activities carried out to foster relations with Industry and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help your Section in your industry-related activities?

Egyptian Engineering Day "EED" in its 17th episode and Made In Egypt Competition it its 13th episode result in great achievements to get closer to industry throw below stats:

- 230+ Volunteers
- 310+ projects
- 1453 Exhibitors / Projects
- 42 Universities and Engineering Institutes.
- Expected Visitors 15000 visitors from industry and students
- 70+ workshops and seminars conducted by professionals
- +220 Training hours conducted to visitors and participants
- +150 Processionals (Corporate representative - judges - mentors)
- 19 Incubated project
- 32 sponsored Project \{item 127 Job Offer

Upper Egypt in Action targeting south of Egypt professionals and students

- 2850 attendees
- 87 Projects
- 120+ volunteers

List the activities addressed to Students and/or Young Professionals and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your students and YP-related activities?

Students and Young Professionals Section

- Arranges a gathering to YP and student volunteers during YP Roadmap Meeting for 2019 plan
- Recruiting new volunteers through establishing new students branches and reached to 49 SBs allover Egypt
- Arranged Egypt’s student branches gathering to exchange their experience and plans in Sept January 2019 and September 2019 during EED.

List the activities carried out to retain and recruit members and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your membership-related activities?

Attract and Support Future Members

- Encouraged sponsored conferences to give a discount of at least 50$ for IEEE members and students.
- Empowered +400 volunteers of students and professional to join EED and MIE programs and raised the awareness about membership
- Conducted membership awareness in EED for around 4500 visitors
- Due to increase in the rate of exchange, the US$ moved from 6 Pounds to 16.5 pounds. Affected membership especially students. Success with technology companies to subsidies some young members and students by contributing 30% of IEEE dues to maintain section member and vitality. (150+ student and YP members made use of this industry sponsorship.

List the activities intended to support chapters, affinity groups, and student branches and the results obtained. List the related initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your support to chapters, affinity groups, and student branches?

Arranges a gathering to YP and student volunteers during YP Roadmap Meeting for 2019 plan:

- Recruiting new volunteers through establishing new students branches and reached to 49 SBs allover Egypt
- Arranged Egypt’s student branches gathering to exchange their experience and plans in Sept January 2019.
- Planning another Egypt’s student branches gathering to exchange their experience and plans in October 2019.

Plan for 2019:

- To Renew the MOU with the Egyptian Academy of Science
- Preparing for MoU with the Egyptian Engineering Syndicate

The signing of MOU in 2018 with Nokia-Egypt, attracted more members to be among our professional network and join IEEE Egypt Section volunteer community.
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